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Student
imput
needed
By LIANNA HARLAN
Of the Campus Crier

i Tim Patrick/Campus Cri_er
Louie VanHollebeck gave his best (burp!) effort in a pizza ·eating contest.
By Jeff Morton
a pizza eating contest sponsored Nettleship. The support consisted !Doug Haataja. "Right now it looks
by the Residence Hall Council and of water used to cool off the hot, like Beck-Moore halls are in the
steamy pizzas donated by lead and Carmody-MunroDomino's Pizza.
Imagine not eating breakfast
For his efforts, Nettleship earn- Domino's.
'Kennedy halls close behind,"
and lunch and then having to face . ed a $50 award for his hall and a
"That had to be the big reason commented Haataja. "It's still up
. 16-inch, thick crust, two-item piz- $15 gift certificate for himself.
for winning. I had water to cool off for grabs. I'm sure it will go down
Nettleship ate two and a quarter while the others burned their to the last night."
zas and eating them as fast as
possible for three minutes. For pizzas in three minutes.
mouths," stated Nettleship, the
The hall that purchases the
some it would be impossible but Finishing a close second was Jim smallest competitor.
most pizzas from the period of
for Curt Nettleship "it was a- -·Luicll of Carmody-Munro who ate
·The Dorin Wars contest now Feb. 4 through' "Feb. 20 will be
breeze."
two pizzas.
under way between the residence awarded 45 large pizzas and $75
'" It was definitely a team
"My Beck Hall mates gave me halls has been an early success, cash for liquid refreshments.
effort," Said Nettleship, winner of the support I needed," claimed according to Domino's manager,
Of the Campus Crier

$7 million in state aid goes unused
By BRENDA COTY

lower on the priority list and is
rarely used.
Financial aid by the state could
be put to better use _if a few
changes were made, according to
Paul Byrne, Central's WSL state
board representative. ·
"We support the state's
redefinition of the long term institution program to include other
forms of financial aid, such as
work-study, need grants and the
money currently in the loan fund.
It should be reallocated to these
programs," said Byrne. He added, "this is the WSL's official
stance."
Lynn Tindall, director of financial aid, said, "The money is set

Of the Campus Crier

Seven million dollars in state
funds allocated to state universities for financial aid is not easy
to obtain by students.
House Bill 53 (HB53) states the
money is not being used for its
purpose and should be reallocated
to the universities' operating
budgets. ·
8853 was discussed at the state;?
board meeting of the Washington
Student Lobby (WSL), Thursday,
Feb. 3, in Olympia.
The reason it's difficult to
receive state financial aid is most
students get federal or bank
assistance. The state's offering is

aside, but at this point it's not being utilized. We recommend it be
put into the National Direct Student Loan program where it
would be used."
Since the money doesn't reach
students, it has been used to bap
the state out when it was in financial trouble, according to Tindall.
A certain percentage of revenue _
is taken out of tuition and put into
a separate loan program.
Out-of-state tuition is another
concern of the WSL. House Bill 784
would require students, whose
parents live out of state and support their child's education, to pay
out-of-state tuition.
However, the legislature is con-

sidering a "grandfather clause"
that would allow out-of-state
students currently enrolled in a
inajor program to continue paying in-state tuition.
The WSL supports the
Reciprocity Bill. It would allow
500 students each from British
Columbia, Idaho and Oregon to attend a Washington state university without paying out-of-state tuition.
· In return, each of these areas
would allow 500 of our students to
attend their universities without
paying out-of-state tuition.
The next WSL state board
meeting will be Sunday, Feb. 27,
in SUB 204-205, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

The voice of Central students
hasn't spoken to the faculty much
lately, since the three student
representative positions in the
Faculty Senate have been vacant
for more than six months.
The Faculty Senate bylaws
state that the representatives are
to be "full-time students, elected
by the student body." However,
because of the lack of funds,
responsibility was informally
turned over to the elected
representatives, the Board of
Directors.
Faculty Senate Secretary Vicki
Potts said "We haven't seen one
of them all year. We don't even
know -who they are!" Potts added
"I sent a letter to the ASC office
requesting some information, but
never got a reply."
BOD member Jay Hileman
blamed the vacant positioµs in the
Faculty Senate on the lack of
power and attention given to student representatives. "It seems
useless to go and feel like you're
not doing any good. I went once
and realized that you have to be
intelligent and not afraid to express your opinions in front of 50
professors," said Hileman. "Since
it is next to impossible for_ us
(BOD) to add the \ responsibility
to our jobs, we need t<> find
qualified people who can spend
the time and really get involved."
he added.
Jack Day, the only BOD
member who will return spring
quarter, expects to form a selection committee before the end of
winter quarter. "We've been a little slow in organizing our new
committees this year, but that is
going to be one of the biggest
changes next quarter."
One of the three Faculty Senate
student representatives will be a
BOD member. The remaining two
will be students who have expressed their interest to the Board, and
who the committee thinks will accurately represent student viewpoints on faculty relations, educational policy, and curriculum

needs.

Internships offer valuable experience
BY PAT BOYD
Of the Campus Crier

"If you can't find a real example (of ~ academic theory in the
busin~ world) the theory · is
usel~/' said Dr. Gerald Reed,
director of Cooperative Educatioll'
and Internship, speaking of the
value of internships to college
students.
An mternship is the "opportunity for any student in any field to
get professional experience working for an agency in their field""

~

stated Dr. Reed.
The student on an internship
program obtains several benefits.
One is learning to make the transition from bis academic program
to a career field and learning what
may not have been obvious in the
clasm-oom. The student sees the
real relationship between
classroom learning and the work
experience. The student learns
human relationships as he deals
with bis co-workers and the public
on a daily basis.
'lbere is a financial benefit too

as 60 percent of the internships
pay a ~tudent while he is learning
on the job.
Two-thirds of the students placed into an internship program
convert that part time position into a full time p0sition after
graduation.
·Another advantage of the internship program Is Uie possibili-ty of going to another state or nation. CWU students have traveled
to California, Alaska, Wyoming,
the Bahamas, Kuwait, and
Switzerland. However, most

students do stay in the state for
their internship.
For those students wishing to
obtain an internship Dr. Reed's
advice is simple. Apply now!
"Students· focus heavily on the
summer internships,'' Reed said.
"It is a year-round program and a
student would do well to look at all
the opportunities for any
quarter.'' Students should plan to
obtain the necessary orientation
and paperwork at least one school
quarter in advance.
A lower level internsh!p pro-

gram is offered to freshman or
· sophomore students who kno:w
that the summer jpbs they have
are not relevant to their major.
This program, known as the 290's
program, is designed to help the
underclassman focus on major
career goals. The student can
volunteer for up to five hours of
coll~ge credit at a career related
business. Currently there are few
students in the 290's program and
Dr. Reed stated that Cooperative
Education wants to "expand this
program.''

\

"
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Alternatives to alcohol promoted

Faculty Senate

Involved throughout campus

By KEN SANDHOLM
Of the Campus Crier

Over 80 percent of resident hall
Qmplaints are alcohol related
eittmates Deacon Meier, program advisor of CWU's Alcohol
Awareness Club (AAC).
The AAC is not· a prohibitionist
Its purpose is to offer
group.
alternatives and get help for people with alcohol related problems.
The AAC meets every Tuesday
. morning at 8 a.m. in the Dean of
, Students office. Program Coor. dinator Keith Campbell and the
: rest of the committee offer infor' mation on many subjects concern!_~_g the u~:_of alcohol. They also

1

provide tips on hosting a party
; and recipes for cbunter cocktails
(exotic non-alcoholic drinks).
The committee sponsors
several programs such as uie
quarterly Softcore where students
meet at a local restaurant or night
club to enjoy counter cocktails.
Programs such as. this are designed to show tliat akohol does not
. have to be the main ingredient of a
party or a night on the town.
In an attempt to prom<.1te
responsible attitudes towards
alcohol, the AAC works with the
resident hall staff in organizing
various p~~~r~_
s.______________ _

By LIANNA HARLAN
Of the Campus Crier

There is an administrative group
on Central' s campus which
students hear little about ...few
even know it exists.
The Faculty Senate consists of
one elected member from each
academic department, three student representatives, and several
at large senators from various
departments. Each senator
represents his department's interests as he sees fit.

Designed to act on behalf of the
CWU faculty, the Faculty Senate
is authorized to "review, approve,
and initiate changes regarding
educational policy, curriculum,
academic programs, and
academic regulations.''
The Faculty Senate makes
recommendations relating to
faculty welfare, personnel policy,
student affairs, and budgetary
concerns.
After being brought to the attention of the Faculty Senate, problems are assigned to one of its six

stariding committees. Consisting
of five members, these committees then review the matter and
present the findings to the Senate.
Faculty Senate meetings are
open to the public, except when
the Executive Committee determines a closed meeting would be
in the best interest of CWU.
For anyone interested in attending, the next Faculty Senate
meeting will be Wednesday, Feb.
16 from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. in SUB
204-200.

Potholes trouble students
BY DEBBIE BUCHANAN
Of the Campus Crier

Students residing in the Student Village apartments and
the Bassetti residence halls
may have noticed the poor condition of their parking lots.
The potholes, mud and
gravel piles are hard to ignore
and the question arises as to
why the lots are unpaved.
Wendell Hill, dir~ctor of Auxiliary services described the
situation. ,
"The funging for the construction an'd maintenance of
the parking lots comes directly
from the parking fees collected
at Central,'' Hill said.
Hilr explained that to pave
the parking lots would take a
large amount of money. So
large th~t it would become
necessary to raise the parking

rates charged to Central staff
and students. In order to keep
the parking rates at a
reasonable level, Central uses
the less expensive gravel.
"Anytime you use gravel it's
going to move," Hill said. This
movement is responsible for
the potholes and mud patches.
Each year during the spring
the parking lots are regraded
and repaired. Special attention
has been paid to the Bassetti
and Bouillon lots. Improvements were made on the
Bouillon lot and the Bassetti
entr.ances were blacktopped.
"Paved parking lots would
be appreciated by everyone
and perhaps in time an answer
to the problem of funding will
be found," Hill said.

February 14th, 1983
Invite your Valentine to the annual Sweetheart Dinner on
February 14th in the Sue Lombard Room of Tunstall Dining Hall.
We have a limited number of seats for this special dinner, so ' for
planning purposes, we are asking chat reservations be made at the
Food Services Office between February 1st and February 11th.
Reserved seating arrangements will be available for your
selection at the time you make reservations.
Flowers for the lady will be provided
as well as a few other surprises.
Dinner Meal Card Holders $2.00
plus $3.00 for Your Guest
Regular Cash Price $6.00 per person

In 1983 it's •.•

Dinner will be served at 6 p.m.
Reservations must be made at
at the Food Services Office.

MeV011aldg &!fp11.ffi-::--

Presented by

CWU Food
Services

1 great little meal deal
McDonald's Cheeseburger
&Regular French Fries
Only
Offer good
Monda1 & TuesdaJ Ewening 5-7 p.m.
throughout Februar1

of Ellensburg

A Woman's

Choice:

The Feminist Women's Health Center
is a woman-controlled, women•s ·
choice clinic. Our emphasis is sf:-1fhelp, which is the sharing of health
information that enables women to
actively participate in their own
health care: Sliding Fee Scale •
Pregnancy
Screening • Birth
Feminist
Control • Cervical
Women's
Caps • Abortion in
a clinic setting •
Health
Prenatal
Referrals •
Center

$250 HOUR

Ll BERTY THEATRE
5th and Pine

BARGAIN

925-9511

ALL SEATS $2.50 UNTIL 6 P.M.
EVERYDAY
MATINEES EVERY SUNDAY

Starts TOMORROW!

Starts TOMORROW!

RICHARD PRYOR
JACKIE GLEASON

With a little practice •••
anyone can be• good
as Bruce Lccl

~·THE"' .

1D1m

/'J T}leg Call Ms

?

l~/UIC!b·
d

WITH 'GOOD GUYS WEAR BLACK'

2002 Englewood

Suite B
Yakima, WA 98902

Also call:

Call for more
Information
(509) 5. 7 5-6422
l-800-S72~4223

ENDS TONIGHT!
'HONKYTONK..MAN'
7:20

ENDS TONIGHT!
'KISS ME GOODBYE'

6:45
'SIX PACK'

5:05, 8:35

PG

'HONEYSUCKLE ROSE'

5:15

PG
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Mass media professor quits
By STEVE FISHBVRN
Of the Campus Crier

. Jerrold Zinnamon, assistant
professor of mass media, resigned
under pressure last week after he
violated "clearly expected standards of faculty conduct."
University officials refused to
comment on the nature of Zinnamon' s infraction.
Zinnamon was contacted at
home last week but also refused to
comment.

Corwin King, head of the communications department, ·said,
"The violation of university
regulations was ·,so·serious we had
no choice but to ask for his immediate resignation.''
Dean of Arts, Letters and
Sciences, Burton Williams, accepted Zinnamon's resignation.
uu the resignation were not offered I would have asked for it,"
Williams said.
Five classes taught by Zin-

-
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Club

nmnon this quarter have been
transfered to other university
faculty .
King said classes Zipnamon is
scheduled to teach spring quarter
Anthropology Student Association
will be offered despite his leaving.
Working under a one-year conBy MARY. AMEsBURY .
beginning Wednesday, Feb. lll.
tract, Zinnamon replaced Pro- ·
Of the Campus trier
Their wares will be located on the
fessor Roger Reynolds who is on a
first floor of the Instructional
unpaid sabbatical during this
Man appeared on this planet ap- Building.
.
academic year. Reynolds will
proximately a half a million years
The club's main problem at ~
return to his position fall quarter
ago; roughly .499995 million years time is lack of manpower. One
1983.
later the Anthropology Student doesn't have to be an aniAssociation (ASA) at central thropology major or minor to joib
evolved.
ASA. They should be interested in
Although not quite ~s - ear- the field, however, because many
thshaking as the coming of inan, of the club's activities are related
CWU students who have been in- the ASA does provide an oppor- to anthropology said Hanns. The
jured in traffic mishaps this tunity for anthropology students club's officers stressed that potenwinter. Probably the most notable to meet, laugh, and learn accor- tial members must be willing and
injury victim was CWU wrestler ding to the club's executives, Son- able to donate some time to the
Mike Hogaboam, who is still listed ja Hanns, John Benson, and Col- group.
;
in serious condition two weeks leen Bittinger..
The ASA meets every other
after being admitted to Virginia
Some of the activities tentative- Thursday at 4 p.m. in the Instru<lMason Hospital in Seattle.
ly scheduled for spring include a tional Building 317. A meeting iS
campus-wide treasure hunt, a sur- scheduled for today, Thursday,
vival weekend, an arinual sucker Feb. 10.
(a North American freshwater
Anyone interested in the ASA
fish) harvest, and a archaeology should check the bulletin board in
workshop.
the Anthropology lounge on the
The group also plans to sponsor third floor of the Instructional .
a monthly book and bake ~le .. Building or call Hanns at 925-~.

Action

Central student injured in car accident
By LIANNA HARLAN
Of the Campus Crier

CWU Board of Directors
member, Jay Hileman, was injured Sunday evening, Feb. 6,
after the vehicle he was driving
hit an icy hill west of Cle Elum
and rolled into a gully.

Although his wife Ruth was
unhurt, Hileman sustained neck
injuries and was temporarily
hospitalized. \Although under
medication, Hileman is attending
classes. The vehicle they were
riding in, owned by their parents,
was a total loss.
Hileman joined the ranks of

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY

1

NOTICE .

APARTMENT MANAGER
The Housing Office is accepting applications for Apartment Manager
· from now until February 25, 1983.
One position will begin in March of 1983.
Duties include the overall management of a university apartment
complex, working closely with the Housing OfJice to assure that housing
policies and building security are maintained. Irregular hours should be
expected. This position is available to both single and married students
~
of Central.
Applications are available at the Housing Office, Barge Hall 103.
Remember that the application must be completed by February 25, 1983:
so if you're interested, apply early.

Any persons who may have wJtnessed
an incident in the Bi-Mart parking lot
on Thursday, January 20, 1983 at
approximately 6:00 P.M. involving the
'arrest' of twoCWU students (male and
female) by a Bi-Mart security officer,
please contactAttorney Brian Frederick
at 701 North Pine, Ellensburg or at , ·
. 925-4128. This information will assist in
the preparation of a false arrest and
assault case against Bi--M art by the
. students.
Please come forward.

ftlHousing Services

INSEAM

"MOO LOOKS GOOD ON VOUI"
_:Barbara Brun'.tmett anct the central swingers

Winegar'•'
DRIVE IN

HQ!J~S:

;4J..,

The family dairy
of west 1_5 th.
925·1821

11:15
- .6:30 p.m.
Mon. - Sat.
.
., .. a.m.
.
. . ..
.

\\'-

y; ~)j,,d,4,'y,,.;;:Jfi,R

· on the country side

6 BLOC~S WEST OF CWU LIBRARY
419 WEST 15TH

\

1 ,·

-~.t!!

"Game rules are p · ,tetl

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
FEB. 11th & 12th

'"'"

Rulr

..

EdliCorlial
4 -
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not needed in schools
By Brenda Kaley
Of the Campus Crier

In regard to President Reagan's latest State of the Union Address I
would like to respond to his statement about God in the classroom. The
statement went something like "Let's put God back into the
classroom; He should never have been expelled in the first place.''
With all due respect to the President, I don't think God was expelled
from the classroom. Those things that were expelled were religious
discrimination, parent/teacher conflicts regarding proper and improper curriculum and children's confusion between what was taught
at home and what was taught in school.
Religion is one topic that should be taught at home. Some may ~Y
praying in class is all right because there are prayers which don't
mention any religious affiliation. These prayers only speak of and to
God, but what about those children who don't believe in God qr those
who believe in a different deity other than God? To allow one form of
faith into a classroom means all forms must be allowed in order not to
discriminate. This means a teacher who leads prayer must be versed
in not only Christian prayer but Moslem, Hindu, Buddist, etc.
Being a concerned citizen and someday a parent, I want to raise my
child in my faith. I do not want him/her coming home from school with
questions like, "Miss Doe says it's a sin to drink (a belief not taught by
my faith) so why do you and dad do it if it's wrong?" Who needs it?
Aren't children confused enough by growing up as it is without being
confronted with moral issues and religious differences too?
The problems in our schools do not lie in the supposition that God
isn't there; they lie in the fact that He's not at home.
On the same note, I think President Reagan should have taken into
consideration that one doesn't propose 29 percent of the budget go to
military defense and then proclaim this the "year of the Bible". I don't
believe the message of the Good Book was ''love thy neighbor, but be ,
well-prepared in case he doesn't love you back".
Come on President Reagan, if we are to stay the course we must remain consistent.

Too much $for too little text
By TAMI TH EDENS
Arts & Entertainment Editor

A college education is expensive. Not only is tuition costly, study
materials rank right up there too.
Pencils, notebooks and ever-necessary textbooks all eat away at the
student's dollar.
Anyone who has purchased a textbook recently can attest to the high
prices. With the cost of these required books as they are, is it too much
to ask that professors limit their textbook list to one book per class? Or
maybe limiting the text to a paperback edition would help.
Some classes require two and three books per quarter. If these are
classes in a student's major, the books will be kept anyway, but for
breadth classes, this is a little much.
Many times the book a student paid $25 at the beginning of the
quarter (and these books are often in poor condition) will be used only
once or twice during the quarter. If there is only one chapter in a book
a professor wants to present, how about xeroxing the chapter off and
distributing it in class, or an easier solution would be to read the
chapter to the class.
Some students opt to not buy the required text for a class because of
financial difficulties. They rely instead on other students for booksharing.
Not all professors are guilty, in fact some even apologize for the high
cost of their chosen text, but for those who decide two or three books
are necessary, please think of the students.
· Once those books are purchased, buy-back prices are very low.
Some books are not used again, which means they have little or no
resale value.
Concerned students might set up a book exchange for breadth class
textbooks, or classes in a students major field of study. There are solutions, but the real problem stems from the purchase of books used little if at all, with a very high cost to the students.
Education doesn't have to be this expensive.

Entertainment should remain the same
To the editor:
I would like to congratulate the
Campus Crier on their policy of
giving all their editors a chance to
put their foot in their mouth each
issue.
This time it was Mary
Amesbury's turn.
Mary you failed to research the
facts or even to examine your own
logic. Let's review your suggested
policies.
You asked why schedule events
during the week instead of the
weekend.
While not as many students are
leaving over the weekends, there
are still enough students gone to
leave a bigger hole in the sales
than the public can fill. During the
week the student audience is here
and available.
Scheduling the Loggins and Lit-

tle River Band concerts during
ple aren't out of town on Thursday
the week was not a choice the ASC
and there are not many other
had. That's when they were
events on Thursday. Consulting
available to play. Take it or leave
my trusty ASC winter quarter
it. The ASC decided to take it and
calender I see that there are
hope for a large public turn out to
already over fifty events taking
augment the student attendance.
place on campus during the
They didn't get it and both conweekends.
certs lost money. This is what
Still striving to get all the facts I
caused all that red ink in the ASC
confronted John Drinkwater,
ledger. Not the weekday showings
director of student activities, and
of entertainment events.
asked "why Thursday." Mr.
You asked "why watch a movie
Drinkwater told me that the
(at the SUB) for the same price as . movies had been shown on Thursa real theatre." Because, the · day for over eight years and that
price is not the same, ASC movies
he saw "no reason to interrupt the
are shown at 3, 7, and 9: 30 p.m.
established pattern. The students
(no nasty deadline to rush around
know that on Thursday they can
for) at the price of $2 per person.
see a film. Changing the pattern
This is a savings of at least 50
would only lead to confusion." He
cents and as much as $2 over the
probably would have told you too.
"real theatre" price.
Why didn't you ask?
But .t he question still remains
Thomas Couey
"why Thursday." The answer is
117 E. 11th St.
obvious even to a journalist. Peo-

Intramural basketball a "sham"
To the editor:
I have been a student here at
Central for nearly four years now.
I have always been active in the
intramural sports programs and
have had lots of good times. I have
found the schedules, though
somewhat constricted timewise,
to be generally fair-. We always
had a full schedule of games and

. ;[

officials that were willing to do the
job.
My intramural basketball team,
2 Shoes, recently forked out a
whopping $35 expecting more of
the same. What we fowid was
very disappointing. The number
of games had been cut from 50 to
45 minutes, with a continuous
clock and absolutely no time for
warmups.

What this amounts to is a sham.
The people in charge of this intramural activity, in an effort to
increase profits, have expanded
the leagues and taken away from
our time on ·the courts. What do
you take us for? Six games for $35
is a waste of my team's time and
money.
Sincerely,
Karl D. Miller

Hooray Hooray two 3-day weekends are approaching
fast. There will be no school Friday, Feb. 11 and Monday, Feb. 21. All offices on campus will be closed but the
libr
will remain o n.
.

THE voice of Cenrrol Wosnington University!

The Campus Crier is a laboratory newspaper produced in conjunction . with the Central Washington University Moss Media
Program and is published weekly with bi-week1y publication
during summer quarter.
Views expressed ore not necessarily those of the staff or
editors; editorials ore the opinion of the writer only. Advertising material does not imply endorsement.
Ellensburg . Wash. 98926. Office phone
963-1026.
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Grapplers grab four titles ih tourney
By JEFF MORTON
Of the Campus Crier

The Central grapplers will complete their dual meet season with
a pair of home matches this
weekend. Def ending national
junior college champion North
Idaho will compete Friday at 7: 30.
Washington State will be here
Saturday at 2 p.m.
The Wildcats defeated Eastern
Washington University 36-8 and
tied Simon Fraser 22-22 last week
to run their record to 6-5-1. Central
finished second in the fourth annual Washington State Collegiate
Championships Saturday at
Nicholson Pavilion.
Central won the most individual
titles with four, but Washington
State won the team title with 87¥4
points. Central was second with
781/4 and Simon Fraser finished
third with 57 points.

Wildcat winners included Greg
Ford at 118, Hedj Nelson at 134,
Rick Anderle at 142 and C.D.
Hoiness at 150 pounds.
Anderle, who has won five in a
row and is 1~3 on the season,
shared the Most Outstanding
Wrestler award with WSU's Willie
Dillon (158) and Lang Davidson
(126) and Simon Fraser's Chris
Rinke (190).
For Hoiness it· was his third
· Washington State Collegiate title,
increasing his season mark to
12-3.
Nine of Central's 10 wrestlers
placed in the tournament. In addition to the four winners, the
Wildcats earned a runner':'up from
Robin MacAlpine at 126, third
places from Greg Farley at 158,
Joe Maguire at 190 and Brent
Callahan at heavyweight. John
Jones placed fourth at 170.

jayvees
By JEFF MORTON
Of the Campus Crier

CWU' s JV basketball team will
host Colwnbia Basin Community
College at 7: 30 tonight (Thursday)
as they try -to continue their successful campaign.

Ski

b~at

CWU's Joe Maguire puts a move on Chris Rinke of
Simon Fraser

Highline

Friday at Nicholson Pavilion
the Wildcats came out victorious
against Highline Community College (78-70) thanks to the cold
shooting of the Highline club.
Robert Campbell continued his
furious play as he shot 11-18 for 22
points to lead the Wildcats in scor-

First time in 25 years ...

ing. Campbell scored 43 points in
two games last week including the
Highline game.
Three others led Central in double figures as Art Haskins nailed
18, Scott Bardwell hit for 15, and
Brad Evenson had 10.

Thursday, Fridar
SaturdaJ OnlJ
\~

Clearance

Relay swimmers top UW
Last weekend, Central did what
no other small college has been
able to do for at least 25 years beat the University c-f Washington
iri a relay event.
The Wildcat's 400 free relay
time of 3: 09 .97 topped the Huskies' .
time of 3:10.07, making history in
Seattle at the Washington State
Open. Central finished third as a
team, far better than ever before.
"We could have packed up our
bags and gone home after that
win," an awe-struck Gregson
said. "That. was the best thing
that's ever happened to me in the
17 years I've been coaching at
Central.''
The quartet of Jeff Walker,
John Dieckman, Tom Edwards
and John Sayre did the impossible, Gregson said. "You just don't
beat them. It just doesn't happenl
Walker, a former NAIA national
champion in the 50 freestyle,
echoed Gregson. "Going into the
meet they weren't even worried
about us. They have so much
recruiting money compared to us
and are so cocky they looked down
on us - and then we beat them. It
was the most gratifying thing I've.
ever experienced. I still can't
believe it."
Both Gregson and Walker
agreed freshman Dieckman
played a key role in the victory.
"He went faster in his split than
anybody expected,'' Walker said.
"That was really the key for us.
He was tough."
Sayre was the definite individual standout, as the Spokane
junior won six of the seven events
he entered and set meet and CWU
school records and qualified for
USS/ AAU Senior Nationals in
every one of them.
_
Kris Platte led Central's women
with her third place 1:03:01' 100
backstroke and equally · strong
times in the 200 back (2:17.09) and
the 100 freestyle (55.68).
"Kris had a very good meet for
us," Gregson said. "Her 100 time
leads the ·NAIA right now and
she'll be very tough at nationals."
1
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Ski Boots
Dolomite
New Models

AVE30%
Last Years Models

1/2 Price

Leather Gloves

25 %

25-50"% off
25% off
25% off

Aside from our relay win and
Sayre's great performances, it's
tough to highlight people,"
Gregson added. "We had some
super times from a great nwnber
of people. Really, I couldn't be
any happier about this weekend.''
CWU's men's swim team will
have the opportunity to complete
its third undefeated season under
17-year coach Bob Gregson Friday night (Feb. 11) as Whibnan
College invades Nicholson
Pavilion at 6 o'clock for the
Wildcat's final dual encounter of
the season.
Central's performance at the
Seattle event completed a great
week for the 'Cats, who defeated
,NCAA Division power Puget
Sound 65-48, in a dual meet
Wednesday. It was the first win
for Central over UPS since 1977.
Central's women dropped a 69-38
decision to the Loggers.

1he
Freshest
Coffee
inTown

. We offer the best
coffee beans in town - fresh
roasted by Starbucks in
Seattle and expressed
directly to us and our
discriminating customers.
There's a wide variety to
choose from, and we'll
.custom-grind for your own
coffeemaker.

I

Four Winds
Bookstore

202 E. 4th 962-2375.
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Eastern~

Varsity falls to

By RICHARD MATIHEWS
Of the Campus Crier

drops to No. 13
the district standings as Central
still leads the league with a 9-0
mark.
Eastern scored the first eight
points of the second half to go up
by 14, 47-33, and fought off several
Wildcat charges. The 'Cats closed
to within three once (55-52), but
key free throws down the stretch
preserved Eastern's win .
In other action, Central thrash-

ed Western 105-79 to gain its 17th
victory of the season Friday.
Central rolled to a 44-36 halftime
cushion paced by the 16 points of
Harris and the outside shooting of
Ken Bunton. Harris finished with
a game high 27 points and Bunton
added 20.
The other big news of the night ·
was that Reese Radliff set a new
assist record by handing out 15.

Central's varsity basketball
returns to district action Saturday
night, traveling to Seattle University to face the Chieftains.
For one Wildcat, Bob Kennedy,
this will be a sert of homecoming,
. and beating Seattle U. in Seattle
would be especially gratifying.
Kennedy transferred to Central
Football
after Seattle's basketball program was revamped. It was a
move he has not regretted.
I just want to show the coach
how important it was to lose me,"
Kennedy said. "Winning is my
priority.''
Eastern Washington University
ing forward to the added responScott Ricardo, the offensive line
proved to be less than hospitable coach the past two seasons at
sibility.
hosts. Saturday Eastern handcuff- CWU, has been appointed the of"I've coached the line here for
ed the Wildcats 81-73, snapping fensive coordinator for the 1983
two years and I think I'm ready to
the Wildcats' 14-game win streak season by new head football coach
move on and deal with some other
and dropping their national NAIA Mike Dunbar.
positions and help Mike out during
rating to 13th.
the transition period (as he moves
Before joining the Central staff,
Before the road loss at Eastern, Ricardo coached at Cal-Poly-San
from defensive coordinator to
Central had won eight straight. Luis Obispo, the University of
head coach)," Ricardo said.
The 'Cats look to start yet another California and Washington State
Ricardo was born April 22, 1954,
streak in Seattle.
at Turlock, Calif. He was an allUniversity.
Seattle U. was routed earlier in
country running back at Turlock
"Scott's background in offenthe season at Nicholson Pavilion sive football is very good," DunHigh School and was the MVP his
by 20 points (88-68), behind a bar said, in announcing the apsenior season. He was also an
balanced attack led by Doug Har- pointment. "The insights and ofoutstanding wrestler, setting a naris' 22 points and Kennedy's 16 fensive strategy he brought here
tional prep record for pins in a
points. The Chieftans will obvious- from WSU helped us enhance our
single season.
ly be looking to avenge that set- offense immensely the past two
Ricardo attended Modesto JC
back.
for two years before enrolling at
seasons."
Despite Central's loss, Harris
San Luis Obispo. He played
continued his scoring tear, tallyLast fall, the 'Cats averaged
linebacker at San Luis Obispo and
ing 30 points including 8-8 from the
27 .5 points and 388.9 yards per
led his team in tackles with 85 his
charity stripe. It was the first 30 game and were among the nasenior season.
point effort for a Wildcat since
tional leaders in total offense most
Ricardo and his wife Jeannette
Dennis Johnson canned 30 points of the season.
have two daughters, Alaine, 2, and
The 28-year-old Ricardo is lookin 1980, against Lewis-Clark State.
Suzanne, who was born June 30.
!he loss, however, didn't affect - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ric;ardo promoted ~o
offensive coordinator

Tim Patrick/Campus Crier ·

Doug Harris scores two of his 27 points against
Western. Central went on to humiliate the Vikings
105-79.
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Women give game to Whitman
The Wildcats hope to start
Of the Campus Crier
another series of wins Friday and
Saturday when they face St. MarAs the saying goes, all good
tin's and Seattle University. Both
things must come to an end, as did games will be at the Nicholson
the short-lived CWU women's Pavilion. Friday's tipoff will be at
3 p.m., and Saturday's starting
basketball win streak.
Tuesday the 'Cats led all the time will be at 7 p.m.
Central came within five points
way up to the final five minutes
before dropping a 64:-60 loss to with five minutes remaining but
couldn't overcome the Gonzaga
Whitman.
Central led 56-43 with five . women.
"We were really aggressive
minutes remaining, but Whitman
went into a 21-4 scoring rally to tonight, we just didn't shoot well
from the field,'' commented head
grab the win.
Regina Kinzel was the only coach Gary Frederick.
Regina Kinzel poured in 19
double-figure scorer with 12
points to lead the Wildcat's in
points.
The loss put Central's season scoring, while Camille Shannon
scored 12 points and pulled down
record at 4-11.
12 rebounds.
"Gonzaga used a full-court
After defeating PLU and Seattle
Pacific, the Wildcats ran into a press on us during the game and
stubborn Gonzaga team last Fri- we didn't really handle it well,"
concluded Frederick.
day and lost by a sc:ore of 7l>-65.

By MIKE LARABEE
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By MIKE LARABEE

greatest thing, according to
Heaverlo, was being able to travel
and meet different people.
"The most memorable
moments that stick out in my
mind during my playing days are
playing on the same team with
Willie McCovey, the man was
nothing but class,'' he recalled.
"Playing for Charlie Finley and
the first day I pitched for the
Mariners are also on the top of the

Of the Campus Crier

During his major league playing career, his comical nature
earned him a reputation as a flake
among his peers.
Ex-major league and Central
pitching star Dave Heaverlo was
recently on campus helping Central's varsity baseball team with a
clinic to raise money for the
Wildcats' San Diego trip, scheduled during spring vacation.
Heaverlo played ball for Central
from 1969 to 1972, then signed with
the San Francisco Giants after his
graduation. He later went to the
Oakland A's and was finally purchased by the Seattle Mariners.
"I loved going to school here at
Central, I got a fine education majoring in special ed," he said. "My
roots are still here in Ellensburg."
Heaverlo is now the pitching

:i~~.:/(} : ~)t list.''
:;~·· ·

'·.;:-:~

Heaverlo's first day with the
] Mariners was a dramatic one. He
Alon Jakubek I Campus Crier was notified on the afternoon of
Dave Heaverlo
April 9, 1980, that he had been purcoach for the Tacoma Tigers AAA chased by the Seattle Mariners.
farm team. The Tigers are an af- He caught a 6 o'clock flight out of
filiate of the Oakland A's.
California bound for Seattle.
"I thought that I would never
April 9 happened to be the openget into coaching when I was play- ing date for the Mariners in the
ing, but I love my job now and am Kingdome. Mariner officials met
happy I'm doing it," Heaverlo Heaverlo at Sea-Tac airport and
said.
during the ride in from the airport
During Heaverlo's four-year in- they listened to the Marinervolvement with Central's baseball Toronto Blue Jay game on the
program, the team developed a radio. Heaverlo arrived at the
95-47 record. Heaverlo pitched 31 Kingdome at the conclusion of the
wins and eight losses himself. He fourth inning. Within the hour,
gives a lot of credit to then-coach Heaverlo found himself on the
Gary Frederick for putting a lot of mound pitching the final two inngood talent on the field to play ings. The Mariners won, and Dave
had his f~st "save" of the seas~n.
behind him.
''Gary is a great guy, and I have
Every pitcher in the major
the utmost respect for him,'' leagues has at least one hitter that
Heaverlo said. "I'm glad he is the he has trouble with. Heaverlo's
athletic director at Central- he is menace was ex-Tiger and present
perfect for the job."
Pittsburgh Pirate, Jason Thomir
Part of the reason Heaverlo was son. "This guy used to just wear
regarded as a comic is quite ob- me out, he hit everything I threw
viously his appearance. He shaves up to the plate."
his head and wears a fumanchu.
Heaverlo said he will continue
''The reason I did this was his duties as pitching coach and
because I wasn't a great athlete, then someday he hopes to move
so I shaved my head and grew a back·to Ellensburg.
fumanchu to scare the hitters "As far as the future goes," he
It's a psych job."
concluded, "I don't make plans Heaverlo said that he loved I live every day like it's my last."
playing in the majors. The_

!!
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Memoirs of a major leaguer

Special Work
For Special People

Peace Corps volunteers are
people pretty much like you. People with commitment and skills who
have assessed their lives and decided
they want to be of service to others
in a troubled world.
The problems our volunteers
deal with overseas aren't new. Such
as the cycle of poverty that traps one
generation after another because
they're too busy holding on to get
ahead. The debilitating effects of
malnutrition, dis~ase, and inadequate shelter. Education and skills
that are lacking, and the means to
get them too.
Your college training qualifies
you to handle more of these problems than you might think. Such as
teaching nutrition and health practices; designing and building bridges
and irrigation systems; working on
reforestation and fisheries pro-

Thursday, Feb. 10, 1983 -

grams; introducing better agricultural techniques; advising small
businesses and establishing cooperatives; or teaching math and science
at the secondary level.
The number of jobs to do is
nearly as great as the number of volunteers who have served since 1961:
Nearly 90,000. More volunteers are
being chosen now for two-year
assignments beginning in the next
3-12 months in Africa, Asia, Latin
America, and the Pacific.
Our representatives will be
pleased to discuss the opportunities
with you.

The Toughest
Job You'll
Ever Love·

Representatives on Campus March 1 - 3.
INFORMATION: Mar. 1st. 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Mar. 2nd. 9 a.m. - noon
SUB, PIT Area.
BROWN BAG FILM SEMINAR:
Noo~ &Jar. 1. Kachess Room.
INTERVIEWS: Mar. 2nd. 1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Mar. 3rd. 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Sign up for your interview in advance at Career Planning and Placement Office.

1
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P.O. Box 676 Ellensbure
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Central faculty share
trad1t1ons~ their secrets
i :;
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By JUDY KIRK
Of the Campus Crier

Central's administrators and
deans celebrate St. Valentine's
Day in manners ranging form
heavy to lightly romantic.
President Donald Garrity will
be in San Francisco without his
wife on Feb. 14, but that day is not
a big thing for them anyway he
says. "We accept the symbolism
of it, ... an occasion when we say in
our own kind of way what. each
means to the other."
"Virginia (his wife) usually
does something symbolic for me,
and that's just about it," he said.
Dean Burton Williams of the
College of Arts and Letters, gives
his wife a card and a box of candy,
to which she usually responds,
"You shouldn't have, but I'm glad
you did."
Williams also swears he recites
this Shakespearian quote to her
each St. Valentine's Day: "Age
can never whither thee,
nor Custom stay thine infinite
variety."
On the other end of the senJohn Munn and Carolyn
timental spectrum lie the feelings
Pearson celebrate Valenof the Assistant Dean for Minority
tine's Day with- a preAffairs Mike Lopez. He said his
holiday eskimo kiss.
~
wife always draws him a Snoopy
Valentine, but "I don't do
anything, and I don't do anything
for Christmas either. Bah, humbug!"
Wendell Hill, director of auxiliary services, and his wife will
be serving dinner to guests at the
Sweetheart Dinner in Sue Lombard Dining Hall on Valentine's
Day.
Conversely, Dr. Lawrence Danone true love, or someone who . ton, dean of the School of Business
valentine and the Norman word
looked just like him.
galantin {pronounced with a "v")
and Economics, says, "Oh, I'll
which meant lover of women.
send her some flowers and give
A Roman festival called LuperThe night before, a certain pro- her a break and let her take me
calia, which was believed to keep
cedure had to be performed. The out to dinner. This is a two-way
wolves away from sheep, suggests young lady had to walk through a street, you know."
another theory. Men drew cemetery alone, sprinkling a
Jack Purcell, director of Instituwomen's names out of a hat to ,handful of hempseed, and sing- tional Studies, and his wife will be
become her date for a year.
ing:

~
~

~

i

Sf. Valentine

started it all
By JUDY KIRK
Of the Campus Crier

Believe it or not, St. Valentine
· aided-and abetted draft dodgers.
~:.. According to one of several
legends regarding th,e origin of St.
Valentine's Day, Feb.14 is the day
he was executed 1,700 years ago.
He was put to death for secretly
marrying soldiers who did not
want to fight Roman Emperor
Claudius II's wars. The emperor
thought if soldiers were not allowed to marry, thus having no home,
they would go off to war. Valentine married the young people and
was sent to prison for it.
These sweethearts remembered
him fondly and sent Valentine
messages. Children whom he had
given flowers from his garden
sent him flowers and notes too.
This tradition remains, and St.
" Valentine's Day is still
remembered with "valentines,"
though the saint who refused to
worship the Roman gods has been
forgotten.
Another legend has it that
Valentine Iniraculously healed the
blindness of the jailer's daughter.
Before he died he wrote her a
goodbye letter signed, "From
your Valentine."
Even more legends abound
regarding the origin of this day.
One is based on the common belief
in Europe during the Middle Ages
that Feb. 14 is the day birds first
mate in the spring. Another cites
the similarity between the words

One superstition believed by
young women in 15th-century
England was that upon rising in
the morning, the first man she
spied out her window would be her

• • • •

doing something more exotic.
They are going out with another
couple to their condominium on
Orcas Island in the San Juans.
This has become ·a tradition with
them he said, because of the long
holiday weekend.
Romantically, no one topped
Dean of the School of Professional
Studies Jimmie Applegate's statement. "I plan on enjoying that day
with the woman who's been the
guiding light in my life for 22
years."
Frank Schneider, dean of
Library Services, will spend a
special and traditional evening
with his wife and son. He will present his wife with a gift and
flowers as her birthday is Feb. 16.
Dean of Admissions ana
Records James Pappas said his
wife cooks "a big special dinner,
and I go home and eat it. And I
usually get her a valentine card,
usually humorous.''
More concise and to the point
were Edward Harrington, vice
president of Academic Affairs,
and Dean of Undergraduate
Studies, Donald Schleisman.
Harrington said, "I give her a
valentine, some candy and some
flower.s.''
"We'll do like we do most of the
time, probably go out to dinner,"
said Schliesman.
Lastly, another person who
likes
"infinite variety"
(remember Shakespeare's
quote?) is Don Guy, dean of
students.
"I usually get a funny, not
gushy, valentine for my wife now and then a flower, (not a
whole bouquet) and sometimes I
might just say, 'Happy
Valentine's Day!' I've been
known to take her out to dinner have to keep unpredictable. Cuts
out boredom," he said.
"Life is unpredictable, so why
be predictable about giving the
same thing each year."

''Hempseed I sow,
hempseed I mow,
He that will my true love ,be
Rake this hempseed after me."

,
.6 '
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The_reel view

Eastwood softens up in
'Honky Tonk Man'

By TAMI TH EDENS
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Editor's note: "Honky Tonk Man" will be shown tonight at 7:20 at the Liberty Theatre.
1

After tough-guy roles in fihns like "The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly," "Dirty Harry" and "The En- I
forcer," Clint Eastwood has finally made a semi-tender role come to life.
As Red Stovall in "Honky Tonk Man," Eastwood continues the drinking and womanizing, but shows a
soft side too - something he has not been noted for in the past.
"Honky Tonk Man" is Eastwood's baby. He directed and produced it and chose his 14-year-old son
Kyle, to co-star.
Eastwood's character is a country musician travelling from California to Nashville to audition for the
Grand Ole Opry. While on the road, he takes time out to visit his sister and her family in Oklahoma. Actually, Red needs a place to crash; time to clear his drunken head and patch up his 1937 Lincoln.
It's there he meets up with his nephew Whit, who soon becomes chauffeur and guardian angel to Uncle !
Red's evil ways. Whit travels to Nashville with the aging songwriter, and a special bond grows between
them.
!
The young boy gets his first taste of whisky, thanks to Uncle Red, visits a cathouse and samples the :
wares, and gets high on some pre-psychedelic-era pot, all under the watchful eye of his uncle.
: As far as Eastwood movies go, this is a pleasant surprise. Eastwood's look-alike son is a good little actor. His monotone Okie voice and wide-eyed innocence seem real, which is understandable, this being
his first role.
"Honky Tonk Man" takes place in the 1930s - smack dab in the depression era. The movie was filmed
in the barren land of the Southwest to convey the lifeless, hopeless feeling of this period.
Watching Uncle Red teach Whit about life is frustrating at times-he sets a pretty bad example. But
the young boy has smarts of his own and makes decisions far beyond his years.
Although the country music story has been overdone, this film makes it tolerable one more time. One ·
INtolerable point is Eastwood's singing. He gets through the performances with whispered lyrics and
. silly grimaces. His singing ranks right up there with his girlfriend Sondra Locke's awful warbling in
"Any Which Way You Can."
The father-son set up reminded me a little too much of the 1970s film "Paper Moon" starring Ryan
O'Neal as a travelling salesman and his daughter Tatum as a tag-along brat.
But enough years have passed between the two to avoid too many comparisons.
1

1

If good-old-boy slang like "I'm as snappish as a pair of sheep shears" or calling gin "panther piss" entices you, you'll love this film. It's full of beauties like these and you'll have plenty of new phrases to try
out on your friends.
Fortunately, crudeness takes a backseat to the dominant theme of the nephew/uncle relationship.
"Honky Tonk Man" is one of Eastwood's finer efforts.

Clint Eastwood and bis 14-year-old son Kyle, star in

"Honky Tonk Man," a film of a young boy growing up on
the road with bis uncle, a country-western singer.
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Review

'Bus Stop' featured bravo
Central singers, players and
performances
actors mesh talents in 'Falstaff
By LYSSA LOFTIS

Of the Campus Crier

By MATT DELLER
Of the Campus Crier

Right now, as .you're reading
this, there are tlu:ee performing
groups on campus preparing for a
big show.
The upcoming performance of
Guiseppi Verdi's comic-opera
"Falstaff" will require the talents
not only of the Central Opera
workshop, but also the Central
Symphony Orchestra and the
drama department.
Each group is getting ready to
put the final touches on their product, as the performance dates of
Friday and Saturday, Feb. 25 and
26 and March 4 and 5 near.
According to Opera Workshop
Director Sidney Nesselroad,
things are moving right along.
"We are currently working on the
acting and the. staging of the
play," he said. "We pretty much
have the actual voice parts
prepared.''
Professor Nesselroad not only
co-directs the opera with Drama
Professor Betty Evans, he is also .
playing the lead role of Sir John
Falstaff.
''It's challenging," he said.
"I've been putting in about 25
hours a week along with most of
the other cast members, and
believe me, it's tiring. And the orchestra and drama people are
working just as hard."
But
Nesselroad thinks
"Falstaff" is worth the hard
work. "Even though the opera
takes up a lot of our time, it will
give ·everyone something to be
proud of," he explained. "No one
will walk away from this
unrewarded."
The orchestra, under the direction of Eric Roth,. is progressing
rapidly in mastering the dancing,
glittering stream of melody,
rushing rhythms and the rainbow
spray of orchestral color that the
score of "Falstaff" demands.
The building of the set, supervised and designed by drama
faculty member Katherine Hartzell, is almost complete.
McConnell Auditorium will
house the play, the first time an
opera has been staged since its
remodelling. Nesselroad forsees
some problems, however, in fit- ·
ting everything together._,,
''The orchestra pit in McConnell
is designed for only 15 to 20 musicians," he said. "We have about
that many woodwind players in

WANTED
This could be your
answer to getting that
Education _you always
wanted. Become a
member of the
Ellensburg · National
Guard
and
get
$1,000.00 a year that
goes towards tuition
and books. PLUS, you
will
receive
a
guaranteed monthly
paycheck for working
one weekend a montli.
·F or more information
contact Dale Anger- ·
man Ellensburg National Guard Armory
on 7th and Poplar.
1
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the orchestra. We have to fit some have to put the- percussion
35 orchestra personnel AND their. . backstage.''
instruments into that_pit."
.. Falstaff" is the tale of a portly
rascal from Windsor who tries to
The traditional orchestra pit of
outdo himself and become a ladies
a stage is sunken and built under
the stage so there is plenty of man. For the Opera Workshop, orchestra, and the drama departroom for all. Unfortunately for
"Falstaff" members, this is not so ment, the time is near.
in McCoIUlell.
Roth and his orchestra will still
Their talents will mesh to protry to squeeze in, even though ac- duce what may be Central's finest
cording to Nesselroad, "we may . •o•pe•r•a•p•e!l!lrfll!l!o!!l!lrm~an!l!'!c!l!l!el!e!"v!!er!I!.- - - .
FOR SALE
!SCHER X-COUNTRY SKIS, ALMOST NEW
ONDITION. 200's, WITH
ROTAFELLA
INDINGS. ALSO ALUMINUM FRAME BACK
ACK IN
EXCELLENT CONDITION. CALL:
25-1241 WEEKENDS

ALASKA SUMMER JOBS
GOOD M.ONEY! PARKS, FISHERIES,
ILDERNESS RESORTS.LOGGING.AND MORE.
'SUMMER EMPLOYMENT GUIDE'. 19831
employer listings.
ALASCO, P.O. BOX 2573,

Bis John's
Specializing in the
Big John Burger
-"A Meal in Itself"
Variety of ~hake flavors!

925-5900
We Deliver!
HOURS: Sunday-Thursday Jla.m. · Midnite
11 a.m.·1 a.m.
Friday-Saturday
Delivery starts at 5 p.m. daily

"But two people really in love
must give up something of
themselves," spouted the incomparable Chris Comte as the
philosophical lush in "Bus Stop,"
a Tower Theatre production
which opened Feb. 3.
Directed by Jan Johnson, the
play is mostly about love of one
kind or another. The action
centers around a bus stop cafe in a
small Kansas town, circa 1956.
Comte's performance as Dr.
Gerald Lyman was typically well
done. His facial expressions and
accent melted into the character,
with movements reminiscent of
some of his earlier acting efforts.
Some scenes moved slowly in
William Inge's comedy, but the
first act was not exactly a promise
of slower things to come. Acts one
and two picked up rapidly and
held their audience full force.
Playing against the background
of a very well-designed stage,
another Comte accomplishment,
most actors turned in bravo performances. Wyndeth Davis was a
surprise as the unwordly
waitress, Elma Duckworth.
_ Debra Nielsen was believable, if a

bit nervous, in her part as the cafe
owner. An exceptional actress
was seen in the part of Cherie by
Anna Powell.
Jim .Christensen lacked effectiveness of facial expression; but
more than made up for it in
brawn, and the delivery of a wellplaced punch to the face of Kevin
Mercer.
Mercer fared well as the crazy,
love-struck cowboy, Bo Decker.
But the real surprise was DeIUlis
Reed as Carl, the bus driver. His
costume, movements and attitude
made him nothing less than
realistic.
A man who seems to quietly slip
into plays and emerge a quality
actor, Len Williams · performed
admirably as Bo's sidekick, Virgil
Blessing. Williams' past repertoire as grand lover, lustful prof essor and old narrator in
nightshirt and cap have left audiences well satisfied. The versatile actor, normally attached to
the anthropology department,
gave his usual believable and witty performance.
"Bus Stop" had its low points,
but the highlights were outstanding.
As directing _ projects go,
Johnson just may have pulled off
a good grade.

t£.d!HER
0

£ACE

Shoe Salon & Lingerie Boutique

features

ZODlAC BOOTS
14 New Arrivals
plus other

st~les

~\1arketinµ; t·l."b, t•oup~n

- , , . ~ood m111l f eb. L-,1h.

315 North Pearl

SWEETHE~T

DINNER All
students are invited to a
Sweetheart Dinner in the Sue
Lombard Dining Room, Tunstall
Commons, on Feb. 14. Dinner will
be served at 6 p.m. and will
feature roast eye of prime rib.
Glen Purness, Food Services
department I!Ulnager will host
the event.
Several
administrator's,
faculty
members and their spouses will
serve the meal.
Tomatoes stuffed with
mushrooms, raw vegetable
relishes, baked potatoes with the
works, green-cut broccoli and
cherries jubilee will complete the
menu.
Reservations and choice of
tables must be made in advance
at the Food Service office in
Holmes Dining Hall. The price is
$6, but students with meal tickets
will pay only $2. Their guests will
be' admitted for $3.
CONTINUING EDUCATION
COMMUNITY FILM SERIES
The free Wednesday evening
series will feature ANTON
CHEKHOV: A WRITER'S LIFE
and ROBERT FROST: A FIRST
ACQUAINTANCE, February 16,
7-8 p.m. in Black Hall 102. Admission is free and open to the public.
ENGLISH 301 EXAM The next
English 301 examination date is
Thursday, Feb. 17 at 9 a.m. to
noon. Students must report to the
English Department for registration before_ noon on Feb. 16. For
additional information contact
the English Department.

FINANCIAL AID FORMS The
1983-84 Financial Aid Forms
(F AF) are now available at the
Financial Aid Office, Barge Hall
209. Financial Aid Forms datereceipted by April 1, 1983, at the
Berkeley, California Processing
Center will receive priority consideration. F AF's date receipted
after April 1, 1983 will be reviewed for financial aid on remaining
fund balances. For more details
on Financial Aid Programs, contact the Financial Aid Office.
JOB OPENINGS Camp director and assistant director for
Camp Fire swruner camp outside
of Ellensburg. Actual camp
dates: July 8-23,. Excellent shortterm management or internship
position with rest of .swruner
free. Pre-planning, supply , purchasing and staff hiring
necessary prior to camp. If
seriously interested contact
Camp Fire Office 9-12 a.m. at 507
Nanum 925-2755 , immediately.
Cook, nurse and .counselor postions are also available.
COOPERATIVE WUCATION
Cooperativ.e Education and Intership Orientation Meetings for student who are planning to do field
experience during the next six
months are scheduled for Monday at 2, Wednesday at 9 and Friday at 11. Other times may be arran~ed if needed. The meetings
are held in Barge Hall, room 307.
They provide general information 'and answer "how, what,
where, why and when" questio11s
about tFE placements.

SPECIAL
BALLOON AND
FUDGE COMBO

$3.95
Show your sweetie that you care send him or her to cloud 9 wit,h a
unique gift from Tf:le University
Store. What coµld possibly say
"You're Special" better than a
bright, shiny heart-shaped mylar
balloC?n and a 1/2 pound of our own
sc~umptious fudge? For only $3. 95,
you ~an say it with fudg~ an,d fun-I

NEW SCHOLARSHIPS
Women in Communications,
Inc~ Seattle Professional Chapter
is offering a scholarship tp
students majoring in com- munications. Paul L. Fowler
Memorial Scholarship Program
is offering a renewable $1500
scholarship for the 1983-84
academic· school year. For further details on either of these
scholarships contact the Office of
Financial Aid in Barge 209.
CLASSIC FILM SERIES This
Sunday evening's classic film is
THE SHEEP HAS FIVE LEGS,
made in France and directed by
Henri Verneuil. This comedy film
was in made 1953. Each week the
film begins at 7 p.m. in Hertz
Hall. Coffee and tea are served
before the show. Admission is
$1.50

CONSTRUCTION CLUB The
construction club will be touring
the Interstate Bank Building
located at Third and Madison in
Seattle on Feb. 11 at 2 p.m. There
will be a tour of the old ·Capitol
Building in Olympia on Feb. 25. A
seminar on the critical path
method of scheduling, being
sponsored by the A.G.C., will be
in Seattle on Feb. 12. A seminar
on estimating will be in Seattle on
Feb. 22 and 23 from 5 until 10 p.m.
There is a $15 fee per seminar,
and those who attend must be a
. paid member of the Construction
Club. For dat~s and times of
future meetings, check the chalk
board_ at the entrance to the
Hogue Tech. Building.
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ALCOHOL SUPPORT GROUP
tENT-N-TUBE Wondering
An Alcoholics Anonymous group
what to do the 3 day weekends?
is meeting Fridays at 6 p.m. in
Recreate ..•for the fun of it. Rent
the SUB, room 103. The purpose
any outdoor recreational equipis to give students with drinking
1 ment for four days and only pay
and drug problems _the support,
: the price of two day · rental.
knowledge and companionship of
HISTORY MAJORS and potenother problem drinkers who want
.
•
tial
hiStory majors, what type of
to change.
job can you expect? Dr. Lowther
SILENT MEETING in the ; will speak on job opportunities
Quaker (American Friends)
for history majors and minors on
tradition. Every Sunday at 9 a.m. \ Feb. 16, at 3:30 in the SUB 103.
in the First Methodist Church I. Everyone is welcome to attend.
Chapel, 3rd and Ruby. Sponsored : Aily .questions call Mike Burt at
by the Ecumenical Club.
962-9703.
ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES
THE CENTRAL AMERICA
PROGRAM The Medical College
STUDY AND ACTION GROUP
Admission Test (MCAT)
meets every Wednesday at noon
registration packet is now
jn the Swauk room of the SUB.
available in the Allied Health
The group studies the critical
Sciences office, Dean Hall 233.
issues concerning Central
Pre-medical, osteopathic, and
America and U.S. involvement in
podiatric students who are plannthe politics and economics of the
ing to apply to medical school in
region. CASA Group will be spon1983 must take the MCAT this
soring films and speakers in
spring or fall. We recommend
order to create an awareness of
that the test be taken in the sprthe dimensions of the Central
ing to take advantage of early
American Crisis.
medical school application dates
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
and allow time to complete the
OF YAKIMA If you want
application process. Registration
children, Planned Parenthood
pamphlets for the Dental, Opcan help you, with pregnancy
tometry, Pharmacy and Allied
testing, fertility awareness inforHealth Professions Admission
mation, and prenatal care intests are ' ~lso available.
struction. If you don't want a
Optometry College Admission
. pregnancy right now, Planned
Test (OCAT) Application
Parenthood can help with condeadline is February 12 for the
traception information, services
test on March 12. Septmeber 24,
and counseling. Call Panned
is the deadline to apply for the
Parenthood of Yakima County:
248-3625. -·
OCAT test on October 22.
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Student tours USSR
By LISA FIEDLER

who wanted your jeans or tennis
shoes. A pair of Levis in Russia
will easily sell for 100 rubles
"I wanted to do something out of ($147), he said.
the ordinary,"said Central stuMany Soviets, especially the
dent Chet Reitze who recently younger ones, wanted to know
what .Americans thought abou_t
took a trip to the Soviet Union.
Last summer he and a group of them. The young people tended to
15 fellow Americans ventured to be more liberal than older ones,
the USSR. "It was a hard-core said Reitze. "I think they realize
trip,"said 22 year-old Reitze. "We that Russia is lacking in such
traveled in V. W. micro buses and things as freedom, consumer
camped during the two months we goods and other resources needed
were there." The group traveled for a comfortable existence."
6,000 miles on their trip.
"The most rewarding part of
Arriving in Russia the group my trip was when I had a chance
was thoroughly searched by border to talk to Russians about their
guards. "They (the guards) don't country." The people, when you
trust anything you do. We ex- get to know them, are very open
perienced a lot of red tape. The and interested in communicating
government people were the only with Westerners, he explained.
ones that really hassled us." Peo- The consensus of the people he
ple are constantly watching you, talked with is the Soviet Union is
he explained. "It's like 'the Rus- not a nice place to live. "One
sian people are intrigued by fell ow I met tried to arrange for
Americans."
me to fall in love with his sister so
Despite the dull, drab ap- that I might marry_her and take
pearance of the Soviet people her back to the states."
Reitze said they are basically ag-"It seemed everywhere you
gressive and friendly. "They ask- turned there was a poster or baned question after question about ner advocating anything from the
anything from stereo equipment 1917 revolution to the current fiveto politics."
year plan (a government schedule
Reitze grouped the Soviets into for agricultural and industrial
three categorie~. There were peo- development)» There is a lot of
ple who genuinely wanted to get to anti-American propaganda as
know you, those who wanted well," said Reitze. One poster He
nothing to do with you and those got from Russia shows an .
Of the Campus Crier
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VALENTINES DAY! \/0\/0\/0CJ
TO ~U GOSPEL CHOIR GET OFF! ON

MARK, HEY CUTIE, BE MY VALENTINE.

VALENTINE'S DAY - MITCH.

- LOVE, LYNN.

DON, NO. 1 FUZZ BALL PICKER, I LOVE

Chet Reitze with a

r~minder

American general with a dollar
sign on his lapel and a skull and
cross bones on his hat, tying up a
bunch of missiles with the word
NATO written across them. "We
(the U.S.) are always the bad
guys in the Soviet government's
eyes,"
reitze
said.
Discos are the rage in Russia today, according to Reitze. The Russian people spend much of their
time in small, overcrowded discos

of his USSR tour.

listening to Russian disco music.
Drinking goes along with dancing
and just about every other
pastime activity the Russians engage in. "When the Russian
people
meet
you
th'e y
automatically buy you a drink,"
said Reitze.
Drinking is so
prevalent in their country that it is
a part of their way of life. When
the Russian government felt that
alcohol consumption was becomTO KATHY AND LISA FROM RAND B.

JF.SUS, THANKS FOR SHOWING US HOW

MARK, YOU CUTE LITTLE TEDDY BEAR,

TO LOVE! - GEORGE, JOYCE.

I LOVE YOU. - SUE.
BRUCE T. BEWARE OF LOW-FLYING

Alan Jakubek/ Campus Crier

ing a problem they simply doubled the price of vodka.
Reitze bought most of his
souvenirs through the black
market. "I was astounded at the
overall scope and size of the
market. Nearly everyone in
Russia is involved in the market
at sometime or another. I
bartered for two mink hats in exchange for an Eddie Bauer
pullover jacket," laughed Reitze.
LAURA/JEANNE: HEY YOU SEX KIT·
TENS, HOPE YOU GET THE VALENTINES
YOU'RE DREAMING OF. - WINONA.
THOB -

CONNIE REID~ I WA!'fi YOUR BODY -

PLANF.S AT RACE TRACKS. I LOVE YOU.

DEAR DWAYNE AND RODNEY, HAPPY

YOUR SECRET ADMIRER.

- HEIDI J.

VALENTINE'S DAY, LOVE STEPHANIE.

FOR MY VALENTINE SWEETHEART,

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY TO RIVER

TO CAROLYN, THANK YOU FOR BEING A

BLAKE JOHNSON, I LOVE YOU, DEE.

RANCH GIRLS, TROOP 11- MEW.

FRIEND, FROM BEN.

I'M GLAD WE'RE HERE

TOGETHER. I LOVE YOU. - JB.

YOU.
DEAREST L.B. BILLIAM - lST CLUE G/C HAS RUN OUT,

PROFESSOR EDDIE -

BE MY VALEN-

CAMPUS CRIER STAFF AND J.P.F. -

TO REAGAN -

TINE, YOUR SECRET ADMIRER.

THANKS FOR THE EVERYTHING!

GREAT SIS, HAPPY V-DAY - RAYE.

THANKS FOR BEING A

DEAR MY LOVELY WHIP, JE T' AIME,

BIB, THE WIZARDS PLAY, BOYS

ML, MH AND BM - HAPPY VALENTJNE'S

LOVE LAURA.

'BEWARE ON V-DAY. - C/T.

SLEEPING ON YOUR FLOOR.
T AND A -

MY FAVORITE NOISY

DAY, LOVE YOUR FAVORITE ROOM-

NEIGHBORS, CLINT.

MATE,RAYE.

KRISTA, TO THE SWEETF.ST GIRL

I LOVE YOU KIMMERS FROM CRAIGIES.

DEAR LAURA, I LOVE YOU VERY MUCH;

..

IF YOU FIND THIS IT'S GOOD FOR AN EX-

;

COULD EVER KNOW. - JOHN.

'

RICK, YOU'RE MY FAVORITE! HAPPY

CHRISTOHER, THENKS FOR ALL THE

VALENTINE'S DAY!

GOOD TIMES! LOVE YA - RUTH.

MONICA.

OTIC NIGHT OF

P~ION.

- CHESTER.

DICK, BANANAS ARE MY FAVORITE.
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY - ME.

I LOVE YOU. SINCERELY, "SOMEONE."

ro

YOU ALWAYS - KAREN M.
HAPPY VALENTINE'S TO LU - MY WIFE
AND BEST FRIEND, LOVE DON.

PY VALENTINE'S, I LOVE YOU. -

NELLIE

SWEETHEART'S DAY. BE GOOD!! -

TO THE STUDENTS: I LOVE YOU ALL!

LORY.

PRESIDENT GARRITY.

AND

LEM,

HAPPY

R.S. GOOD LUCK IN WHAT YOU DO. -

KATHLEEN, I LOVE YA BUD. THANX FOR
BEING THERE, LOVE TRACY.
ESTHER

MALGARIAI,

SWEETEST

ROOMY ANYONE COULD ASK FOR. HAP·

BUFFY -

YOUR ALWAYS WmIIN MY

HEART, HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY. I
LOVE YOU. - SCHER.
I'LL ALWAYS LOVE YOU. I

THOUGHT YOU SHOULD KNOW. TO ADRIAN - HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY

SUSAN: I LOVE YOU FOREVER AND

FROM SOMEONE WHO CARES.

EVER AMEN. JOHN SONNEN.

FAVORITE BU'ITERCUP, LOVE YOUR

TO SWEET VIRGINIA, HAPPY VALEN·

TIM JIM- YOU HAVE NICE TOES! P.P.

DEAR AMY SMART, 963-3138 AFl'ER TEN.

BABYCAKES.

TINE'S DAY .FROM YOUR SECRET AD-

HAPPY B-DAY.

AT THE CROS.S JESUS DEMONSTRATED

TO KIM, A SPECIAL LADY ON VALEN-

THAT TO LOVE IS TO GIVE.

TINE'S DAY - LOVE KEVIN.

GIVE YOU VD - CHUCK

PHILICIA.

JF.SSE -

MA1T, I'LL BE YOURS IF YOU'LL BE
MINE. LOVE YOU! SANDY.

"RIGHT AT HOME." YOUR VALENTINE-

PY VALENTINE'S DAY. - CARMEN.

KATHY.

AMES, HAPPY V-DAY. HOPE I DIDN'T

TROY - FOREVER YOURS AND ALWAYS

LEM - HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY, HAP-

GARY H. I'M GLAD YOU'RE MINE! HAP-

STALKER, HAPPY VALENTINE'S

DAY. LOVE BEANER.

HAPPY VALENTINE'S TO EMPLOYEES
OF BOOKSTORE/CWU STUDENTS -

HAPPY VALENTINE'S TO STACY L., LOVE

PY ANNIVERSARY, I LOVE YOU, NELLIE.
DEAR CHRISTOPH - YOU'RE SO SWEET,

LOVE

LOVE, S.H.

TO PK FROM HIS TWEETY·PIE, BUGGERS AND KISSERS FOR YOU.

VALENTINE'S DAY.

HURRY UP AND ASK

DESPERATE. -

MARGIE.

WITH LOVE,

TO KRISTI FROM DAVE, HAVE A HAPPY

I'M

MACHINE.

T/S STILL HAS SWEETI'OOTH.

415 KAMOLA- IT WAS REALLY EROTIC

DAD!

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY TO MY

SUZANNE RENE.
TRACY LILLY, HAVE LIKE A TUBULAR
ADAM ANTISH VALENTINE'S DAY. LYNN ANGLE.

MIRER.

WANDA, THERE ARE SOME THINGS I

TO MY DEAREST DIANNA, WITH ALL MY

JUST CAN'T SAY JN PRINT. - JOHN.

LOVE. - CARLO.

JIM M., YOU'RE THE SWEETF.ST GUY
TO KIT STAPNES, ROMANS 8:28, HAPPY

AND THEltE'S NO BE'ITER DAY THAN

VALENTINE'S DAY FROM YOUR ROOM·

TODAY TO TELL YOU.

WE LOVE YOU SCOTI' AND YARROW,
TIMOTHY; WHAT CAN I SAY? HAPPY

FIND IT BEST YOU CAN...WALKING

VALENTINE'S

THROUGH THE GARDEN LIKE A TEDDY

CA111LEEN.

DAY

THANKS, DAR.

DOWN. LOVE ALWAYS - S.R.M.
JACQUELINE B. ROSES ARE RED,

ANNE, BE MY VALENTINE- YOU WON'T

VIOLETS ARE BLUE, SORRY I HATE

REGRET IT, LOVE BRIAN.

BIRDS. HAPPY VALENTINE'S - SUSAN

MOM, DAD, SHANNON - HAPPY VALEN-

GAIL INGHRAM -

TINE'S DAY, I LOVE YOU KEVIN.

PARTm! HAPPY V-DAY!

JEFF WATERHEAR AND HIS FRIEND,
STEVE (2ND FLOOR BECK) - COME TO

203 OR 320. WE WANT TO MEET YOU!
D -

GREEN M&M'S, CHAMPAGNE, CAN

WE ELOPE IN SPAIN? - P.J.

RHONDA, E.T. WILL GET YOU AND I'LL
BE THERE. - FLASH.

HAVE A GOOD WEEKEND SCO'M', HAVE
ONE ON ME AND HAPPY VALENTINE'S

TERRY, THANKS FOR EVERYTHING. -

DAY-MOLLY

SHELLEY.
HONESTY AND

UNDERSTANDING WE HAVE IS VERY

LONG LIVE DIAPER
LOVE YA,

RAMONA & KA111IE.

I LOVE YOU FATl'Y - 11-83.

MARY, YOU MAKE EVERY DAY SEEM
LIKEVALENTINE'SDAY.-LARRY.

SPECIAL TO ME, AND SO ARE YOU.

TOTHESWIMTEAM: GOODWCKATNA·
TIONAIB! HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY. DANA 4' KATIE.

TO ONE OF THE SWEETEST LGAS
AROUND - WE LOVE YOU, MICHAEL.

PAU WHOO, T H E

ANGIE.

LOVE MIKE AND GAY.

FOREVER,

BEAR, ONE STEP ... HAPPY V-DAY.

GREAT VALENTINE'S DAY, LOVE

MATE.
MARKE. ONLY 100 DAYS, PM COUNTING

COUNTY, KEVIN, LIVE LIFE AS YOU

STEVE LANDERS, I HOPE YOU HAVE A

TIMMY -

YOU ARE MY VALENTINE,

LOVE TERRY.
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY TO MY

ROBERT, MY VERY SPECIAL FRIEND, I

FOREVER VALENTINE, ERIC, LOVE

TO ALISON, LOVE YOU SUGARPOP,

LOVE YOU! - BONNIE.

CYNDY.

FROM JOE-JOE.

ROBERT, YOU'RE A VERY SPECIAL GUY

IN MY LIFE. LOVE, J.L

PAM ...:.. YOU'RE .AMOWTELY TERRIFIC! LOVE YOU LOTS!-TRACEY.

LLY. KOALA.

